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Abstract: With the fast development of power electronics techniques, electrification of shipboard power 
systems (SPS) is an unstoppable trend, and the concepts of electric ships (ESs) and all-electric ships (AESs) 
emerge. In order to meet the constantly increasing electricity demand in SPS, the medium voltage direct 
current (MVDC) SPS becomes a promising shipboard electrical network architecture. This paper aims to 
present a comprehensive review of the design, control, power management, system stability and reliability 
in ESs. The most recent technologies and academic achievements in these fields are discussed. In the near 
future, it is possible that the electric propulsion technology will be widely applied to various types of ships. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, electric propulsion has been developed for various types of vessels, thanks to 
the rapid development of semiconductor switching devices, which can be applied in high 
power drives [1]. Owing to the requirement of saving fuel consumption, electric propulsion 
in commercial ship applications is widely used, which substitutes the original mechanical 
counterparts. In the future electric ship (ES) applications, multiple energy sources, inde-
pendent operation of individual power producers, and energy storage for different types of 
applications will be allowed for further increasing the system efficiency [1]. 

The history of ES dates back to over a century ago [2], where a limited number of 
such applications was presented. Massive production of ESs was not realized until the 
1980s, since at that time the maturity of semiconductor technology was high enough for 
variable speed control of electric motors. The electric propulsion system utilizes a num-
ber of small units for power generation instead of a big prime mover, in which case the 
generator engines are always loaded close to their optimal operating points [1]. By ap-
plying electric propulsion on ships, the placement of equipment onboard is flexible, 
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which eliminates the negative impacts caused by using long shaft-lines to the propellers. 
In [3], the past, present, and future challenges of the marine vessel’s electric power 
system were discussed. There are a number of variants for electric propulsion solutions 
which are dependent on the type of vessel, operational profiles, and the current available 
technologies for construction [1]. Three different application areas of electric propulsion 
systems for ships were introduced in [1], which are 1) ocean going, where the criteria 
of propulsion design is a certain vessel speed with flexibility in operating at different 
speeds, 2) station keeping, whose main target is performing an operation safely by keep-
ing position, 3) icebreaking, where a propulsion design tradeoff has to be considered 
among a high bollard pull demand, propeller over-torque, and open water efficiency [1]. 
It was also indicated that the future trends and technologies for ES involve DC grid, 
energy storage, hybrid propulsion and dynamic position (DP) closed bus. Furthermore, 
future electrical energy sources can be accommodated for the ESs, since the relevant 
necessary infrastructures are available onboard. According to [4], the following ad-
vantages have been proven by applying electric propulsion in ship applications: 1) better 
dynamics can be derived, 2) electrical motors are likely to be more flexibly accommo-
dated without using extremely long shaft lines, and the rudder may be omitted by pos-
sible installation of  outer rotating pods, 3) the fuel consumption is reduced, 4) higher 
comfort is derived since vibrations are mitigated, 5) higher level of automation of the 
engine rooms.  

Furthermore, the concept of all-electric ships (AESs) was raised as the use of electric 
power equipment is able to replace the traditional power sources in mechanical or hy-
draulic forms, and several merits can be derived by adopting AES, which are listed as 
shown below [5]. 

1) The allocation of equipment is flexible, 2) more degrees of freedom are introduced 
in the layout design of the power system, 3) the shafts and rudder are omitted, 4) the 
system lifetime is prolonged, 5) propeller dynamics is enhanced, 6) modularity of gen-
erators is presented, 7) the efficiency of managing the heating, ventilation, and air con-
ditioning systems is improved, 8) attenuation of noise and vibration is derived, 9) human 
resource reduction due to advanced automation, 10) increased survivability and main-
tainability. 

The AES concept has become a standard in the field of large cruise ships that covers 
the construction made by the major shipyards all over the world [5]. The application of 
electric propulsion is now observed in various types of ships, including ferries, gas car-
riers, vessels, icebreakers, and offshore oil and gas platforms [5]. 

This paper gives a comprehensive overview on the design, control, power manage-
ment, system stability and reliability of ESs in the following sections. The most recent 
technologies and research achievements in these fields are presented. In the final sec-
tion, a conclusion is drawn. 
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2. DESIGN 

In order to make ESs work properly, reasonable design is the first step, and it is of 
paramount significance to take as much as information into consideration earlier in the 
design stage. In [6], an overview was carried out for the design stages of US Navy ships, 
where the design procedures can be classified as concept design, engineering design, 
and production design. In the concept design procedure, the expressed need is to be met 
by considering a defined gap in operational capability, and the future evaluation of ship 
design alternatives are produced with the consideration of the mission requirements, 
concept of operations (CONOPS), and operational environment. In addition, the possi-
ble ship concepts are derived in the analysis of alternatives (AoA) phase to meet the 
high-level mission requirements and capabilities. Preliminary design and contract de-
sign are included in the engineering design process, where the establishment of basic 
architectures is done for the ship and systems, and more details are added to the prelim-
inary design in the contract design process. Afterwards, the engineering data is applied 
in the process of verifying if all the specifications are met for the ship in the product 
design process, which aims to complete the detailed design and construction. The design 
stages can be depicted in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The design stages for US Navy ESs [6] 

As is presented in [6], the inside-out ship design concept was raised in [7]. If the 
design is made following the process of designing the external structure first, then an 
extremely dense ship design may be caused due to the external constraints, which results 
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in difficult production and maintenance, and it increases the life-cycle cost of the ship 
class [7]. Following this concept, several projects were taken at MIT Sea Grant, includ-
ing the projects regarding a functional arrangement by selecting modular blocks for 
payload and machinery [8], creating additional permutations based on prearranged ma-
chinery spaces [9], and hydrodynamically-optimized hulls produced within user-speci-
fied constraints [10]. In addition, an objective function was maximized to improve the 
packing density, and the components and compartments were located in the places as 
close to the ideal ones as possible in [11], which was completed by a packing approach. 
Furthermore, the evolutionary process of configurations for merchant ships, cruise ships 
and military ships is displayed in Table 1 over the past few decades, at present, and in 
the possible future [12]. 

Table 1. Ship configurations [12] 

Period of use Merchant ships Cruise ships Military ships 
Half of the last century Stream plants – mechanical propulsion

Present 2 strokes diesel engine  
mechanical propulsion

electric generators 
electric propulsion

gas turbines  
mechanical propulsion 

Possible future electric generators and new generation power distribution  
– electric propulsion

 
AES has been developed for a long time, and with the emergence of power electronic 

converters and the rapid progress made in this field, the power systems utilized in AES 
is transferring from electrical propulsion based ones to integrated electrical and elec-
tronic ones. The importance of design methods of integrated electrical and electronic 
power systems (IEEPSs) for AES was demonstrated in [4] through an overview of the 
latest results derived in technological research. A large number of design methodologies 
have been proposed in papers [6, 13–18], where the simplest and most relevant one is 
called the design spiral [6]. By utilizing this method, the most general details are derived 
first, and then more detailed design levels are developed, in which case the current iter-
ation can be revised by using the information obtained from previous design cycles. 

3. CONTROL 

In the advanced ESs and AESs, the control of shipboard electrical power systems 
highly relies on the control of power electronic devices, which are capable of coordi-
nating the power flows between AC and DC subsystems. In addition, with the evolution 
of integrated power systems (IPSs) in ESs, the requirement of saving on-board space 
and flexible power delivery becomes stricter, which can be met by developing more 
advanced power electronics technologies and control strategies. 
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3.1. POWER ELECTRONICS TECHNIQUES 

As the demand of electricity in an ES is constantly increasing, higher power rating 
is desired. Apart from that, increasing the power density and system reliability is also 
of paramount importance. Therefore, instead of basic voltage source converters (VSCs), 
a number of advanced topologies are investigated for applications in power conversion 
modules in ESs. In general, the possible advanced VSC topologies to be used in ship-
board IPSs include multilevel converters [19–21], interleaved converters [22], multi-
phase converters [23, 24], soft-switched converters [25], and power electronics building 
blocks (PEBBs) [26, 27].  
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Fig. 2. Multilevel converters: a) three-level neutral-point-clamped (NPC) inverter, b) three-level  
flying capacitor (FC) converter, c) cascaded H-bridge (CHB) converter, d) modular multilevel 

converter (MMC), e) three-level active NPC (ANPC), and f) a Vienna-type rectifier [28] 
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In [28], the authors summarized typical topologies for multilevel converters, which 
are already widely used in a variety of power systems. The structures of the main cate-
gories of multilevel converters are shown in Fig. 2, with the comparison among them 
displayed in Table 2. 

Table 2. Summary on multilevel converter comparison [28] 

Topology NPC FC CHB MMC Vienna-type ANPC 
Device utilization rate 
(two-level VSC as the basis) 1.25 1 1 1–2 1 1.5 

Modularity no no yes yes no no 
Capacitors low medium high high low low 
Inductors low low low high low low 
Transformers low low high low low low 

Assume two-level VSC is 1. 
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Fig. 3. Proposed DC-DC MMC system for ES MVDC application [33] 

Owing to the superiority of modular multilevel converter (MMC) over other multi-
level converter topologies in terms of high modularity, high scalability, high efficiency, 
excellent harmonic performance, and elimination of dc-link capacitors, it has been 
widely investigated [29, 30]. An approach to developing a scalable metamodel for com-
patible MMCs was presented in [31], and the size/weight/efficiency was produced to 
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achieve the required voltage and power ratings. In [32], a hybrid energy storage system 
(ESS) based on isolated modular multilevel DC/DC converter was proposed with active 
filter function for shipboard medium-voltage direct current (MVDC) system applica-
tions to improve the bus power quality and achieve superior fault response. In [33], the 
modelling and control of an isolated DC-DC MMC with a medium-frequency AC-link 
transformer was investigated for ES MVDC power system. The proposed DC-DC MMC 
system in [33] is displayed in Fig. 3. 

In an isolated DC-DC MMC, the bridge arms are formed by using several submod-
ules (SMs). Therefore, different voltage levels are derived in this topology, and the volt-
age balancing is easy as only float capacitors are involved in the SMs. In addition, the 
fundamental frequency modulation technique in [34] was employed for minimizing the 
switching losses of each SM by reducing the switching times, which allows further al-
leviation of the leakage current. Moreover, the useful model information for control 
purposes was maintained, which enables the steady state and small-signal analysis. 

As the power demands for ESs are continuously increasing, the material theoretical 
limits of the commonly used Si power semiconductor devices are to be reached, in terms 
of conduction and switching performance characteristics [28]. Under such a circum-
stance, the wide-bandgap (WBG) semiconductor devices [35], including silicon-carbide 
(SiC) [36] and gallium-nitride (GaN) [37] based ones, are emerging to replace the tra-
ditional Si-based ones. 

3.2. CONTROL SCHEMES 

The control strategies for various applications in ESs have been investigated, and 
some of them will be reviewed in this section to illustrate the development in this field. 
In AES applications, the power quality may be seriously deteriorated by pulse loads, 
which require a very high amount of energy during an extremely short period of time 
[38]. Therefore, the approaches to improving the power quality in a ship power system 
is required after the occurrence of pulse loads. In [39], a distribution static compensator 
(DSTATCOM) based on artificial immune system (AIS) was applied for compensating 
the insufficient power supply in AES power system in address to pulse loads, and an 
adaptive control strategy was proposed. In the proposed control strategy, the particle 
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm was first applied for deriving the optimal param-
eters of the controller. In this case, online adaptive system identification and control are 
possible to be achieved, which do not rely on any prior knowledge. By using the pro-
posed PSO algorithm based control strategy for DSTATCOM in AIS based AES, good 
voltage regulation at the point of common coupling can be guaranteed since proper tun-
ing of DSTATCOM was accomplished. Meanwhile, when the system returns to the nor-
mal stage after the pulse loads, the original optimal controller parameters can still be 
reserved. In [40], a fuzzy-based PSO (FPSO) algorithm was proposed to minimize the 
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operation cost, limit the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and satisfy the technical and 
operational constraints of a ship simultaneously. 

In order to mitigate the influence on the voltages at neighbouring buses in a diesel-
electric ship due to the utilization of an active power filter (APF), model predictive 
control (MPC) was proposed in [41] to minimize the harmonic distortions of the whole 
system with a given APF rating. Focusing on isolating the negative impacts produced 
by pulsed power loads (PPLs) in a shipboard power system, cooperative controls of the 
generation control and ESS charging control were presented in [42]. The PI-based and 
feedback linearization based control algorithms were respectively performed and ana-
lysed in that paper. In [43], by taking multiple impact factors into consideration, the 
detailed modelling and analysis of the active foldback control were illustrated. The thy-
ristor rectifier system in a DC powered electric ship is able to deal with the surge current 
without a dc inductor, if a proper active foldback control is available. 

An online design and laboratory hardware implementation of an optimal excitation 
controller based on an AIS algorithm was proposed for improving the performance of 
future ESs used for navy applications in [44]. The demand for the capacity of energy 
storage devices can be reduced by applying an improved excitation control to minimize 
the effects of pulsed loads, which is based on a clonal selection algorithm (CSA). In 
[44], the possibility of energy storage reduction was explored by considering the situa-
tion that high-power pulsed loads are directly powered from the DC side.  

Additionally, the PSO based algorithm implemented in [45] was compared with the 
proposed CSA method, focusing on the performance and computational complexity for 
real-time tuning. The general comparison of these two algorithms for excitation con-
troller design is illustrated in Table 3. 

Table 3. General comparison of CSA and PSO algorithms for excitation controller design [44] 

Requirements PSO CSA 

Computational  
functional complexity 

small, mainly  
“add, subtract, multiply” operation; 
3.3 million clock cycles per particle 
in one iteration  
with 150 MHz frequency

large, contains “sorting, round,  
exponential, and division operation” 
9.6 million clock cycles per antibody  
in one iteration  
with 150 MHz frequency 

Computational memory 
requirements 

small, mainly  
“particles position and velocity”

medium, “antibody, affinity,  
new group of antibody and affinity” 

Hardware requirements 

low, 
many microcontrollers such as PIC, 
DSP are available to be implemented 
on, Shallow memory requirements

high, 
high processing speed is needed, 
memory requirements high. 

Convergence good better
Algorithm code  
execution time small large, nearly 3 times larger than PSO 

 
In addition, an AIS-based control of generator excitation systems for the U.S. Navy’s 

ES was proposed in [46], which aims at solving the high-energy load related problems 
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that deteriorate the power quality. The existing methods for maintaining power quality 
in an IPS for ES are applying immediate energy storage device and optimizing the ex-
citation systems. For the former one, the system’s cost is increased and larger ship space 
is required, while for the latter one, different kinds of deficiencies are presented. The 
computational intelligence (CI) methods are widely used at present, including fuzzy set 
theory [47], PSO theory [48], online trained neurocontrollers [49], and genetic algo-
rithm (GA) [50–53]. However, the optimal performance cannot be ensured when it is 
out of the range of operation conditions considered in the design. Moreover, adaptive 
excitation controllers should be used in the cases when the performance degrades, while 
it is challenging to design multiple excitation controllers for U.S. Navy applications in 
order to obtain the optimal performance when the operating conditions vary. The pro-
posed AIS-based control of excitation controllers for ES applications in [46] were em-
ployed to minimize the voltage deviation and power losses when pulsed loads are di-
rectly energized by the shipboard’s power system. Optimal performance was provided 
when known disturbances were injected, and better performance can be obtained by 
adapting the parameters for unknown disturbances, which demonstrated its innate and 
adaptive immunities. 

Upper-Level Operators
(Interfaces to Intentional Operation)

Economic Dispatching and Optimization
Tertiary Level

Supervisory Optimizing Generation Scheduling

Power Quality Control
Secondary Level

Voltage Restoration Mode Selection

Power Sharing Control
Primary Level

Droop Control Inner Loops

Physical Level of Microgrid
 

Fig. 4. Different levels in hierarchical control [54] 

The smart grid and dc microgrid technologies have been introduced into shipboard 
electrical networks in [54], indicating the developing trend of the next-generation ship-
board DC power system. In such a complicated system, with the purpose of obtaining 
different control functions, the hierarchical control scheme was proposed, which can be 
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divided into the following typically defined control levels [54]: 1) primary control, aim-
ing at locally controlling the output voltage and current of the power electronic inter-
faces, 2) secondary control, which handles the restoration of voltage or frequency, man-
ages the power quality and deals with power exchange with the external grids in the 
same layer, 3) tertiary control, which is responsible for managing the power exchange 
between the microgrid and its upper-layer grid. The typical scheme of hierarchy control 
is displayed in Fig. 4. 

4. POWER MANAGEMENT 

Since the AC power grid is commonly used in current ES applications, medium- 
-voltage AC (MVAC) was applied in [55], and the power conversion is completed by 
using solid-state transformers (SSTs) [56, 57]. However, the challenge of applying such 
MVAC power systems induces several problems. For example, the size of SST is large, 
and synchronous generators are required, and it is necessary to implement reactive com-
pensation. As a promising alternative, the MVDC [58–62] power systems make the gen-
erators paralleled even if the system is integrated with asynchronous machines. Addi-
tionally, since there is no frequency limitation for the generators, it is possible to 
eliminate the gearbox between the prime motor and generator, which reduces the overall 
cost and increases the system reliability. Apart from that, the system losses are reduced due 
to the fact that no reactive power transmission and skin effect need to be considered [33]. 
To clearly illustrate the difference between these two categories of shipboard power 
systems (SPS), their structures are shown in Figs. 5a, b, respectively. 
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Fig. 5. Power system for ES: a) MVAC power system with SSTs, 
b) MVDC power system with DC-DC converters [33] 
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The MVDC SPS architecture has been extensively investigated owing to the ad-
vantages mentioned above, and the reason why DC distribution contributes to the most 
efficient ship was explained in [63] with a comprehensive review of the challenges, state 
of the art and future prospects. For a determined MVDC system, the settings of DC volt-
age reference and the optimal power reference have to be defined in advance for the VSCs 
operating in the voltage regulator mode and power dispatcher mode, respectively [50]. 
The equivalent circuit for this configuration is shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. MVDC architecture of SPS [64] 

There are four generators in this MVDC architecture, including two main generators 
(MTG1 & 2) and two auxiliary ones (ATG1 & 2). The power delivery in this SPS is 
generally realized by a medium voltage DC ring bus, which is fed by the generators 
through transformers and AC-DC converters, and it operates at 5 kV. In this SPS, the 
DC power is distributed among five zones including the loads, VSCs, power conversion 
modules (PCMs), and power distribution modules. The 5000 V DC voltage is stepped 
down to an 800 V one by PCM1, while PCM2 is used to perform DC-AC conversion to 
supply AC zonal loads such as the propulsion motor (PM). In addition, the PCM4s are 
usually connected to the generators, playing the roles of AC-DC converters. Moreover, 
energy storage devices, a pulsed load device, a pump, and high power sensors are in-
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volved in this system [65]. Furthermore, a methodology for power flow studies in ship 
MVDC distribution systems for system planning was proposed in [66] to determine the 
proper shipboard generator-power converter scheme. 

An integrated power system (IPS) is usually favoured in an AES, which eliminates 
the use of separated internal combustion engines (ICEs) [5]. In this case, electric power 
can be distributed to wherever it is needed, and the size of the ship can be optimized, 
along with the combustion onboard. The typical IPS layout of an AES is displayed in 
Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. The typical IPS layout of an AES [5] 

The electric power in an AES is supplied from more than one separate power sta-
tions, and at least two generator sets are used in each of them. A prime mover, a syn-
chronous machine, and all the corresponding subsystems needed are contained in each 
set. From Fig. 7, it can be seen that a conjunction breaker is applied to make it possible 
for the power stations to operate separately when feeding the separate busbars. The 
ship’s loads can be fed by several means, where the busbars and transformators are 
commonly employed for this purpose [5]. 

Since IPS is a commonly used system configuration for AES to meet the increasing 
ship-board power demand and the requirement of sustainable development, power man-
agement of IPSs in AESs with time scale separation for real-time large scale optimiza-
tion was investigated in [67]. Gas turbine/generator and fuel cell were considered as the 
power sources and the optimal power split between them was to be achieved with re-
spect to energy efficiency, power tracking, and component safety. The optimization 
methodology was based on the sensitivity function method (SFM) [68], where the main 
idea was to make the control solutions at each level available in real-time by leveraging 
the multi time scale property of the IPS and solving a two-level simplified optimization 
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problem. By applying SFM, the computational effort can be reduced and simplification 
of the IPS model can be achieved to some extent. 

The multi-agent system technologies are promising candidates to address challeng-
ing issues in power systems. In [69], a novel multi-agent system-based (MAS-based) 
real-time load management technique was proposed to determine the switch status of 
loads in DC zones and satisfy the operating constraints of the system in real-time sim-
ultaneously. A reduced-order agent model and artificial potential function of the MAS 
were utilized as the basis for the developing the cooperative control protocol. The de-
veloped MAS framework was illustrated by using a two-zone notional AES power sys-
tem. By using the proposed real-time load management technique based on MAS frame-
work, the amount of load shedding is dynamically minimized when the available power 
source capacity constraint is violated. In addition, the disconnected loads can be dynam-
ically restored if more power is available in the system, in which case the restoration 
time for loads is greatly decreased. Furthermore, the nominal value of the system fre-
quency can always be obtained. The diagram of a general multi-agent distributed control 
system for real-time load management in AES power systems is shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Diagram of a general multi-agent distributed control system 
for real-time load management in AES power systems [69] 

On the other hand, a MAS-based system cooperative controller for real-time electric 
load management in MVAC AES power systems was proposed in [70] to balance load 
and generation. Meanwhile, the system’s operational constraints were satisfied and the 
load priorities were taken into consideration. The decentralized MAS cooperative con-
trol method was first applied for solving the secondary control problem in ship power 
systems in [70]. In the proposed method, there is no need to change the existing system 
design when integrating new components into the MAS. Additionally, the mission-crit-
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ical loads such as high energy weapon loads in Navy applications, are always served during 
emergency conditions. On top of that, the pulse load and propulsion load were successfully 
coordinated so that the impact of the pulse load on the system power quality was reduced. 
Moreover, the system can still be controlled by the decentralized control framework as that 
in normal cases when the communication system failure is encountered [70]. 

Aiming at reducing the fuel consumption and GHG emissions for AES power sys-
tems, the optimal operation of a ship electric power system with full electric propulsion 
and energy storage system was analysed to minimize the cost, limit GHG emissions, and 
obey the corresponding technical and operational constraints at the same time in [71]. In the 
proposed power management strategy, the optimization goals were obtained by the 
means of energy storage and propulsion power adjustment. Three stages were used in 
the proposed method owing to the complexity of the examined problem. Different from 
the method proposed in [71], no energy storage system and investment capital are re-
quired for ship power system operation optimization in the optimal demand-side power 
management method for AES raised in [72]. In this approach, dynamic programming 
was employed as a solution and the ship load forecasting was assumed to be available. 
In addition, the proposed method was applied to a cruise ferry with integrated full elec-
tric propulsion, with the simulations under realistic operation situations presented. 
In [73], the dynamic positioning (DP) system was applied as dynamic energy storage 
on diesel-electric ships, and new simple formulas were derived to relate the dynamic 
energy storage capacity to the maximum allowed ship position deviation. The opera-
tional availability and safety were maintained by applying the integrated approach, 
meanwhile the power consumption was minimized. 

A novel integrated security-constrained model-based power management approach 
was proposed in [51], which was used in isolated microgrids in AESs during the nor-
mal/alert operating state. The novelty of the study is that the objectives for various con-
trol methods were combined together by formulating the integrated security-constrained 
power management (ISCPM) method as a multi-objective optimization problem. In ad-
dition, dynamic security of the system was guaranteed in the proposed ISCPM formu-
lation when planned and unpredicted scenarios are encountered. The proposed method 
was applied in a notional isolated microgrid power system model for an AES, whose 
structure is displayed in Fig. 9. 

The ESS [74] in an ES plays an important role for coordinating the power flow in 
IPS, and a methodology for power generation controls of fuel cells (FCs)/energy storage 
hybrid SPS was presented in [75]. In order to support the MVDC SPS, a fuzzy logic 
(FL) based energy storage management (ESM) system was proposed in [76] and com-
pared with a PI based one. Instantaneous reference powers for charging and discharging 
of these energy storage devices were provided, with two power sharing strategies design 
in this study. Compared with the PI controller based ESM system, no extra deep dis-
charging and overcharging protection controller is required for the proposed FL based 
one, which mitigates the damage to the MVDC system of AES. Besides, an energy 
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management system (EMS) using PSO was proposed in [77] aiming at reducing fuel 
consumption in optimization of the vessel’s machinery systems during its voyage. Ad-
ditionally, a novel FC power management scheme without employing DC-DC interfac-
ing converters was proposed in [52], which maintains the performance of FC and thus 
the optimal power sharing between the FC and the lithium-ion battery in AES applica-
tion was achieved. Furthermore, an IPS based on FC, battery, photovoltaic panels (PVs), 
and two diesel generators was proposed and modelled for AES in [78]. The appropriate 
control strategies of the nonlinear models for different modules in the hybrid power 
system of AESs and the corresponding power management approaches were focused 
on. With the application of the proposed decentralized MPC method in different parts 
of the onboard power system, the reference values were precisely followed, and the DC- 
-link voltage variation was maintained within an acceptable range by employing the 
hierarchical-droop control strategy. 
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Fig. 9. Single line diagram of the notional AES model [51] 

5. SYSTEM STABILITY AND RELIABILITY 

In order to widely adopt DC power systems for electric ships, new fault protection 
strategies are required, consisting of fault detection, protection device coordination, sys-
tem reconfiguration, and fault isolation [79]. Since a DC zonal electric distribution system 
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is a promising candidate for surface combatant, the rationale for the DC zonal system was 
described in [80], along with the depiction of the stability issues, discussion of fault detec-
tion and load shedding problems. Since the use of MVDC power systems for AESs is com-
monly observed and a constant power load (CPL) behaviour may occur when large control 
bandwidths are employed for load converters, a destabilizing effect can be produced, which 
should be taken into consideration when analysing the system stability [58]. In [81], a con-
trol method based on linearization via state feedback (LSF) was proposed to solve the prob-
lem of CPL instability for multiconverter MVDC power systems on ships. A new compre-
hensive model was applied for analysing the multiconverter shipboard DC grid, and the 
overall behaviour in a second-order nonlinear differential equation was able to be captured. 
In the proposed method, the system nonlinearities were compensated by the LSF tech-
nique and then the traditional linear control techniques can be used for deriving a desired 
pole placement [81]. The original system model was simplified for the sake of providing 
a complete voltage control design procedure for DC radial grids. Apart from that, the 
shipboard plant requirements were to be met by considering the implementation aspects 
in the proposed control design. Moreover, the first medium-voltage impedance measure-
ment unit (IMU) was designed and implemented in [82] to characterize in-situ source and 
load impedances of AC and DC networks in a specific frequency range, with the aim of 
assessing the system stability of ESs. A single-phase wide-bandwidth injection algorithm 
was employed for identifying small-signal dq impedances of MVAC and MVDC systems 
of ESs. Besides, the minimized hardware size, weight and complexity were obtained with 
the single-phase injection of perturbation current or voltage by using a modular SiC con-
verter. The proposed IMU is applicable at several different low and medium voltage levels 
since the modularity and scalability are presented in the proposed injection converter so-
lution. The simplified structure of the illustration displaying IMU insertion into the AES 
MVDC distribution system is shown in Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10. Illustration showing IMU insertion  
into the AES MVDC distribution system (simplified) [82] 
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In terms of the ways of solving the issues of faults and failure of the components for 
ESs or AESs, it is possible to use intelligent reconfiguration of system function and 
connectivity, which is based on the system level knowledge of component failure when 
the intelligent power distribution is in the faulty modes [83]. The intelligent diagnostic 
requirements of future AES IPS were illustrated in [83], along with the introduction of 
emerging technologies that are available to be integrated into future ship IPSs. Particu-
larly, for recent Navy ships, both survivability and affordability are required, where the 
crew intensive functions should be reallocated to intelligent automation. In [83], the 
opinion that diagnostic knowledge management should begin at the earliest stages of 
ship design and continue throughout the vessel’s life was raised. In addition, the accu-
racy of embedded diagnostics is of importance for implementing advanced reconfigu-
rable control algorithms. Some major types of IPS components which are taken into 
consideration in the diagnostic management strategies are illustrated in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 11. Diagnostic knowledge management of IPS components [83] 

From Figure 11, the following points can be summarized [83]: 1) a huge potential 
exists in the process of diagnostic development, 2) most of the diagnostic technologies 
are not demonstrated in real-world service, 3) the evolution of diagnostics in the whole 
lifecycle of the ship is inevitable, 4) further improvement in system reliability and af-
fordability have to be achieved with upgrade mechanisms based on new diagnostic tech-
nologies. On top of that, the embedded diagnostic knowledge should be current and 
accurate. 

In [84], a fast intelligent reconfiguration algorithm based on small-population-based 
particle swarm optimization (SPPSO) was proposed to maintain a proper power balance 
in the ship’s power system when severe damages or faults are encountered during battle 
conditions for all-electric navy ships. The problem was first formulated as a single ob-
jective optimization one to obtain a fast execution speed for the algorithm, where the 
unique solution was derived directly with SPPSO. While in the cases that two conflict-
ing objectives arise, the problem was formulated as a multi-objective one, where a set 
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of Pareto optimal solutions were extracted by SPPSO from two conflicting objectives. 
Then by passing the solutions through a number of questions that represent user prefer-
ences with respect to mission-specific requirements, the final solution can be obtained 
based on the response to those questions [84]. 

 

Fig. 12. Schematic views of SPS: a) under pre-fault condition,  
b) under faults occurring at 1-3, 3-35, and 35-5 [85] 

The optimal reconfiguration of SPS was analysed in [85], and a new balanced hybrid 
(AC and DC) SPS was considered for optimizing the status of switches to maximize the 
power delivered to loads after the occurrence of a fault. In addition, the discussion on 
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the tradeoff between power delivered and number of switching operations at steady state 
was presented after reconfiguration. The traditional reconfiguration methods for terres-
trial systems were usually regarded as an optimization problem by considering different 
types of objectives. However, these existing approaches typically require running 
a complete power flow algorithm after each switching step, which slows down the pro-
cess and under certain situations they are not feasible. Therefore, by considering opti-
mization of the objective function and satisfying the power flow constrains, better solu-
tions can be proposed [85]. The methods proposed are with low complexity with the aid 
of a new MVDC ship model, and near-optimal solution can be derived within millisec-
onds. The schematic views of SPS under both the pre-fault and post-fault conditions are 
displayed in Fig. 12. 

In the proposed method, two centralized optimization solutions were evaluated that 
deliver near-optimal power to loads in SPS. Compared with the global solver using 
“branch and bound” method, much lower complexity was presented in the proposed 
one. It was illustrated that the vital and semi-vital loads are serviced properly in 50% of 
the fault cases, where up to four random faults were included [85]. 

An active impedance estimation (AIE) scheme was proposed in [86] to accurately 
determine the fault location in a zonal DC marine power system (MPS). The injection 
of a short-duration disturbance onto the MPSs is required in the proposed method, and 
then the transient response measured at the point of coupling was utilized for deter-
mining the impedance of the power system. In addition, the effective operation of AIE 
in terms of identifying changes in bus impedance caused by short-circuit faults was 
demonstrated in a 30-kW experimental zonal DC distribution system. Moreover, the 
employment of the proposed technique in a DC MPS for obtaining more intelligent 
reconfigurations for faulty cases was discussed. The main advantage of the proposed 
fault location identification scheme is that system-wide communications are not 
needed, which creates the possibility for the equipment in each zone to accurately 
locate the faults and reconfigure the power system automatically. A MMC with hier-
archical redundancy ability was designed and implemented for electric ship medium-
voltage DC system in [34]. The proposed hierarchical redundant strategy was realized 
smoothly by the design of pretreatment units, which did not compromise the modula-
tion and sort-and-selection strategies designed for normal condition. The fault detec-
tion circuit and mechanical switch for each submodule (SM) were suggested, and the 
faulty SM can be isolated very quickly. In addition, the MMC can still work properly 
with the “hot-reserved” SMs, and even when a number of SMs are in fault, the MMC 
can persist to work. Besides, the devices will not be damaged when the voltage and 
current overshoots occur during the fault and redundancy processes. The redundancy 
strategy can make the MMC recover to the safe operation condition effectively, and 
the satisfactory output voltage was ensured. Three arrangements are contained in the 
DC-AC MMC suitable for ES MVDC power system, where the top arm and the bot-
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tom arm consist of each arrangement. The configuration suitable for MVDC ES ap-
plication is displayed in Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 13. Configuration of MMC suitable for MVDC application: a) topology of the MMC,  
b) SM with diagnosis unit, c) time sequence of the SM operation [34] 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper gives a comprehensive overview of electric ships in terms of the design, 
control, power management, system stability and reliability. With the propose of meet-
ing the increasing electricity demand and achieving flexible power delivery in ESs, 
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MVDC SPS is being widely used in various categories of vessels. With such a promising 
architecture, electric propulsion is likely to be completely realized for the next genera-
tion of merchant, cruise, and military ships. In addition, the rapid development of ES 
depends on the emergence of advanced power electronics techniques, where multilevel 
converters have been extensively investigated for large-scale microgrid applications. 
Besides, the hierarchical control scheme was proposed to integrate the smart grid and 
dc microgrid technologies into shipboard electrical networks to obtain different control 
functions. Furthermore, new fault protection strategies were presented to ensure ship-
board DC power system stability and reliability. 
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